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The darkest hour has only 60 minutes.
- Morris Mandel
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The most fun-filled week in remembrance would be the
art week. All students were engrossed and put a lot of
effort in their activities. We ourselves took part in the
activities scheduled for the art week. Jigyasa ma’am along
with the art team had done a great job in putting together
the “ARTITUDE” programme for us. The class categories
for the competitions were 6-7 and 8-9. The competitions
for the classes 6-7 were Quilling, Go-Green and the
Tissue-box challenge and for 8-9 were Face-Painting,
Culinary Art and Dress Designing.
I had taken part in the Tissue-Box challenge with my
friend and it was really fun as we got to experience the
elements of teamwork, time management and creativity.
There was a huge adrenaline rush among us as the other
participants who also took part in the competition did a
commendable job. The art week was very lively and
amusing as many young artistes were keen on learning
various forms of arts. It had a huge impact on us as we
were not great artists yet this programme built out
interests in the field of art. So, in our opinion the art week
was a good opportunity for the artists in all of us to let our
voices be heard through the medium of art!

Vaishnavi D and Shalika N (VII B)
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Fractals are geometric patterns that are repeated at various scales to produce irregular shapes and
surfaces. They are created by repeating a simple process over and over in an ongoing feedback loop.
This was the topic for the maths week this year which was celebrated from 13th to 17th Jan. 2014.
Maths week is one of the most awaited weeks on campus. Umpteen activities were conducted to
kick start an exhilarating week at the DPSIS math lab from the exchange of math facts and tricks in
classes, to the colourful charts up on the corridor with puzzles to boggle the mind or even help ease
it during exams.
The lower grades were given several crossword puzzles, tarsia, fun-with-math worksheets and
fractal cut outs to entertain them throughout the week. Though the events planned during the math
week were not strictly competitive, students showed eagerness and competence that livened up the
week. They all used different methods and techniques to solve the puzzles given to them. Intriguing
videos and presentations on fractals were also shown to students of all grades by 11 ISC.
This year’s math week has been one of the most enjoyable experiences on campus and the students
are awaiting another opportunity to celebrate the existence of Mathematics. To sum it up, math
week has been one of multiple integral factors in our appreciation of it as a school subject and much
beyond it.
-

Harshitha Pulla (XII A Level)
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Singapore Institute of Management (SIM) had organized an event on 24th
January to celebrate International Student’s Day. Students of classes 9ICSE,
11ISC and 11AL, along with their teachers were invited to the SIM campus to
celebrate the day.

We were informed about the event a week in advance and were required to
make posters, artefacts and greeting cards based on ‘Harmony in Singapore’
to give away at the stall we were to set up in the SIM campus. A few of us
students came dressed in ethnic clothes to represent the different
nationalities that reside in Singapore.
Upon arrival at SIM, we were given a brief orientation and taken for a tour
of the campus. We loved the atmosphere inside and were impressed by all
the facilities the campus provided. After this, we went to a fair organized by
the students of SIM which had stalls representing the Indian, Chinese,
Malay, Indonesian, Thai and Singaporean communities. There, we set up our
stall, decorated it and displayed all our hand-made posters and crafts, &
finally got to visit the other stalls in a race to get stamps from completing
each stalls’ tasks. Later, there were also various performances presented by
students who represented Myanmar, China, India, Indonesia, etc. that were
appreciated by all present.
Everyone went home with the message that Singapore is a racially
harmonious nation and society built on a rich diversity of culture and
heritage. Different nationalities make Singapore of what it is today &
harmony in Singapore will continue to exist with the help of institutions like
SIM which organize such events and which will continue to do so in the
future as well. After all, “Harmony makes small things grow; lack of it makes
great things decay.”

-

Shalini Gupta & Shreya Mundra (XI ISC)
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xplore xcavate: s.st week
Every year our school conducts S.St week in which we participate in many
activities. The most awaited S.St week lasted from the 3rd to the 7th of
February. Our S.St teachers planned a variety of activities for us which offered
a stimulating a combination of both education and fun.
The theme for the S.St week was “xPLORE and xCAVATE”. Some of the
students of class 7 volunteered to make posters and banners by writing the
title in bold letters. Each student who volunteered got an opportunity to
expose his or her creative side of mind.
The S.St week was celebrated in a splendid manner as we, the students of
class 7, were gifted the opportunity to participate in the exciting events from
the subjects of both history and geography.
For geography, our teachers had planned the Half a Minute contest and the
Flyer Making competition. For the half a minute contest, we organised our
class into 5 groups, and chose a team representative. The team
representatives were allotted different topics to speak about. The team
representatives displayed speedy cognitive skills, oratorical abilities and the
high calibre of elaborating on the topic on the spur of the moment. In the
flyer making contest, we created flyers advertising a tour package to attract
tourists to a specific physical feature of America.
This was a very unique competition and we had a very pleasant time
participating. Later, it was time to participate in the events related to history.
Our history teachers had planned a Mock Parliament and the Poster making
competition for the seventh graders. For the mock parliament activity, our
class was divided into 2 groups: the ruling party and the opposition party. We
had a great time debating on the bill “The death sentence should be
abolished” Our class was transformed into the lively atmosphere of the
parliament and we experienced the feeling of being a parliamentarian.
The poster making competition was also conducted by organising the class
into 5 groups. Each group was given a topic based on history or civics. Our
group had to make a poster about the shift of capital by Muhammad Bin
Tughlak. It was a great experience by working and cooperating with team
mates.
However this week soon came to an end. The S.St week provided us with an
enriching experience of learning through various activities. In short, this week
was a perfect recipe for unlimited fun with S.St.

Sheevani Mohanty (VII A)
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We, the students of class 6 had a great time learning and having fun as we celebrated S.ST week. The emphasis
was to make the learning easy and entertaining. We were guided by our esteemed teachers to prepare
ourselves for a series of fun filled skits and plays. The students of class 6 were assigned to do a tableau on the
contemporary topics DEMOCRATIC
FORM
OF
GOVERNMENT,
REPUBLICAN,
COMMUNIST,
CONSTITUTIONAL MONARCHY, OLIGARCHY AND DICTATORSHIP given by our history teachers. We had a fun
time discussing and performing plays based on these topics. In addition, the students of class 6 exhibited our
talent and skills through an extraordinary tribal play expressing about the unique style of tribal dance, music, the
way they hunt, their costumes, their ornaments which portray their life style. We were instructed to create
geography posters on the topic “SAVE THE WILDLIFE”. While doing this, we let our imagination go wild and had
an opportunity to expand our knowledge on the various types of animals and the significant role they play in our
ecosystem. We were also assigned to make history banners on the topic “xPLORE xCAVATE”.
While doing this we were able to acquire knowledge about the old maps and the explorers who discovered
them. Last but not the least we had a“BARTER BAZAAR” in which we were required to bring old commodities for
exchange. We swapped ours wares and items which included CD, books, stationary, ornaments, toys etc. and
therefore gave us an understanding about trade and commerce of ancient India.
It was a unique experience of collaboration and knowledge sharing which shall be close to our heart.

Nandhitha Ravishankar (VI C)
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1%

Poll Results

9%
31%

STUDENTS: Past
Era
STUDENTS:
Current Time

59%

No single era or time period is perfecteach has its pros and cons. While
being content in the present is
preferred over dwelling in the past, this
needn‟t mean that one can‟t pay
homage to the wisdom of the times
gone by.
Here are a few clever photo
manipulations that merge the past and
present by overlapping old-day
photographs onto modern scenes that
allow you to appreciate both then and
now.
Scan these QR Codes below to check
out sources of more pictures!

Stats
&
Facts
‘Would you rather
choose to live in
the current time
period or a
different era from
the past?’

YOUR SAY

STATS

FACTS

96 chose
‘current time
period’

Of the 126
students surveyed,
43 chose „past
era’ compared to
the 83 who chose
„current time’.

This question was
considered easier than
the last issue‟s
question.
Many students wanted a
third option- „the
future‟!

45 chose
‘different
past era‟

Of the 15 teachers
surveyed, only 2
chose „past era’
compared to 13
who chose
„current time’.

Almost all those who
chose „past era‟ had a
definite idea about the
age they wanted to live
in- answers ranged
from the Renaissance to
the 1950s for the
emergence of rock „n‟
roll music.
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Teacher: The picture of the horse you‟ve drawn is excellent.
But where is the wagon?
Student: Don‟t worry Ma‟am. The horse will draw it.

1. I'm the part of the bird that's not in the
sky. I can swim in the ocean and yet
remain dry. What am I?
2. Under pressure is the only way I work,
and by myself is the only way I'm hurt.
What am I?
3. I am the beginning of sorrow, and the
end of sickness. You cannot express
happiness without me, yet I am in the
midst of crosses. I am always in risk, yet
never in danger. You may find me in the
sun, but I am never out of darkness. What
am I?
4. What is as light as a feather, but even
the world‟s strongest man can‟t hold it
for more than a minute?
5. The more you take, the more you leave
behind. What are they?

A man walking through a graveyard hears the Third
Symphony being played backwards. He then hears the
Second, followed by the First Symphony, also played
backwards. “What is going on?” he asks a worker.
“It‟s Beethoven,” says the worker. “He‟s decomposing.”

Tenant: Does the water always come like this through the
roof?
Landlord: Oh no no! It only comes when it rains.

6. A word which I know, six letters it
contains, remove one letter and twelve
remains. What is it?
7. This old one runs forever, but never
moves at all. He has not lungs nor throat,
but still a mighty roaring call. What is it?
8. All of you want me, some of you know
me. Those who know, brag… those who
don‟t, rack. Looking without knowing
will be to cheat, find me on the last page
to admit defeat. What am I?

Wife: What will I get if I cook dinner like this for you every
day?
Husband: My life insurance.
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Movie
&
BOOK

CULTURE HUB

The Simpsons Movie
Rating:

Watch the world's most beloved animated family on the big screen do
what they do best: place their entire town in danger of annihilation. The
Simpsons and the town of Springfield manage to pull off hilarious gags,
shout outs to previous episodes and up to 8 celebrity guest stars (in
cartoon form), making this big screen production more of a celebration
of the show more than anything else. Any fan of the Simpsons should
definitely catch this movie.

~
The Age of Miracles
Rating:

The age of miracles by Karen Thompson Walker is a coming of age
story of a middle school girl coping in a world that's slowly going mad.
Mainly due to a peculiar phenomenon, the rotation of the earth is
gradually slowing, they days grow longer by minutes, then hours and
different groups of people find different ways to adapt, large religious
colonies based on worship of the sun develop, adult-free settlements of
run-aways and ostracizing of people who live by the rising and setting if
the sun (real timers) who form the minority compared to those who
adhere to the government's declaration of a 24-hour day even as sunrise
and sunset grow further apart.
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Answers to Riddles
(on Page 8)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Shadow
Diamond
Letter "s"
Breath
Footsteps
Dozens
Waterfall
Answers

COMING UP
 Business Fair (17th Feb)
A message from the editors:
We really hope you enjoyed this issue of the
DPS newsletter! We sincerely thank all the
students and teachers who have contributed
to it and continue to help us in our
endeavour to make every volume of the
newsletter worthy of everyone’s interests
and time.
The new 11 A-Levels will be taking over the
newsletter from next month onwards, as is
the tradition. We hope to see them put their
best foot forward and wish them all the
very best!

CREDITS
Afreen Chawla (XII AL) - EDITOR
Prashant (XII AL) - EDITOR
Shwetha Ravi (XII AL) - (Culture
Hub)

Please do share your thoughts, views and
any ideas you have for the following issues
of our newsletter, and be a part of this
publication by submitting articles, artwork,
photographs, etc. that we will do our best
to incorporate into forthcoming issues of
the newsletter.
You can interact with us directly, or drop
us an e-mail at
dpsisnewsletter@gmail.com.

WHAT I LOVE ABOUT DPS
I have been studying in DPS for the past 7 years and I must say that these
years have helped me to blossom into the person I am today. DPS has a
positive atmosphere and it has and will continue to help me achieve my
dreams.
- Sweena Kalamkar (IX ICSE)
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